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Key Components of Consumer Marketing
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What are the key components? 

Identify Your Unique Selling Proposition

Define Your Target Market

Develop Your Brand Message

Track Your Lead Sources

Implement Jobsite Marketing

Create a Social Media Strategy

Offer Outstanding Customer Service













These are the 7 steps to THRIVE! (discuss each step by giving it a definition)

Unique Selling Proposition = What makes you different than your competition?

Target Market = Who are you servicing?  Who do you want to service?  Are they one and the same?

Service Offering = What is the core service that your company offers?  Can you add a new service? If you are already multi-service oriented can you grow this secondary business to be as large as your primary one?

Brand Message = What is your brand?  Does it line up with the services you offer and communicate your companies values?

Lead Sources = Are you maximizing your efforts by using every avenue possible to get leads?

Marketing Strategy = How and where do you market your business?  Is it working?  What is your return on investment for each method?

Jobsite Marketing = Do you maximize each sale by reaching out to every consumer around each jobsite you work at?

Customer Service = How is your customer service?  Could it be better?



NOTE: take a few minutes to show the workbook to the attendees, indicating that the front section contains all the slides and a place for them to make notes as they follow along, while the back section contains a take away workbook that provides questions and guidance to lead them through the eight steps of the THRIVE! training at their own pace.
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Identify Your Unique Selling Proposition

Internal and External Analysis

Strengths

Weaknesses

What makes me different?



Competitive Analysis

Strengths

Weaknesses

Market Share

Are they bigger or smaller than you?

Are they growing or shrinking? Why?

Branding

What does a customer take away from exposure to their brand?

Marketing Strategy

Where do you see their marketing?

Differentiation

What do they offer their customers that you do not?

Is this an advantage?











Step 1 – Identify your unique selling proposition.

To begin the process, we must identify and understand what our company is and is not.  We begin this process by asking ourselves questions and answering them in an honest, open way:

Strengths -  Is it that we are the largest siding company in the area?  Do we have the most skilled labor?  Are we the most recognized brand name in our service area?

Weaknesses -  Why do I lose jobs?  Do I need more certifications to compete effectively in my market?

Opportunities – Can I offer more services?  Different products? Is there a customer base that I am not reaching?

Threats – Are there new competitors taking my business?  Am I being affected by a shift in the marketplace (e.g. Home centers offering installed sales, insurance damage installers taking remodel business etc.)



NOTE: Be careful how specific you get in this section – you do not want to offend someone.  If someone gets offended  (e.g. I do work for Home Centers, what’s wrong with that), flip it around and indicate that they are taking advantage of an opportunity in their marketplace, thus already using the step 1 concept.
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Define Your Target Market

Identify Current and Desired Markets

Homeowner

Age

Income

Marital Status

Occupation

Neighborhood/City/Suburb

How did they find you

Builder, Association, Management Company, Architect

Small or Large

Local or National

Types of projects

Products installed











In step 2, we have to decide “what we want to be when we grow up”.  In other words, who do we currently service – homeowners, builders, associations or management companies, architects? Do we cater to a limited audience (aging in place) or specialize in a specific trade (slate tile roofing installation)? Is there another area of the market that we want to reach out to, and if so, who is it? Do you need to make changes within your organization to be able to service this market?
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Define Your Target Market

Questions

What services will your target client require?

Do you know what they need today?

How will their needs change in 2-3 years?

What about long term In 5-10 years?

Can you deliver the level of service required by this client?

If not, can you change?

MOST IMPORTANT: Can you be profitable servicing this client?







Review these questions.
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 Developing Your Brand Message

What message do you want to convey?

Number of Satisfied Customers

Length of Time In Business

Price

Value

Service

High Quality

Personal Attention

Community Service

Other









We now know who we are, who our customer is and what we want to sell them.  Now the question is this: does our target customer know these things?  We need to develop our brand message to make sure prospective customers know who we are and what we do.  Start by asking yourself what message you want to convey? (Review messages above)  But do not get carried away – two messages is the recommended maximum.
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Developing Your Brand Message

Evaluate the following:

Company Name	

Tag Line

Signage

Literature

Employees



Logo

Colors

Advertising

Digital

Social Media

Website

Crews

Is your message working?







Take the time to evaluate your current branding position.  Do you have the following and do they represent part of your brand (review elements on slide)?
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		Company Name		Clear what service they provide?				

				Yes		Maybe		No

		Matt’s Siding		X				

		Matt’s Aluminum Company						X

		Matt’s Exteriors		 		X		

		Matt’s Construction				X		

		Matt’s Renovations				X		

		Matt’s Installations				X		

		Matt’s Siding, Gutters and more		X				

		Matt and Son						X

		Matt’s  Home Improvements		 		X		



 Developing Your Brand Message

What’s in a company name?







Does your company name convey your message?  Is it obvious what services your company offers? (Review names and discuss yes/maybe/no’s)  NOTE: We are not recommending you change your company name (next slide)
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Developing Your Brand Message

Don’t change your name just yet!

Developing a tag line for “Matt’s Construction”



Specializing in Exterior Residential Renovations



Commercial and Residential Exterior Contractor



Design Build Firm



Your Siding and Trim Specialist







Tag lines are a great way to supplement your company name and focus your brand in a way that customers can quickly and easily understand.  (Review tag lines above)
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Track your Lead Sources



Prospecting Existing Customers

Contact your past customers quarterly with a newsletter, holiday card, email blast or time-of-year mailer



Referral from Manufacturer

Make sure you are listed on the website contractor locator of each manufacturer whose product that you install



Referral from Supplier

Ask your supplier to refer you for work; make sure they are clear as to what services you offer 



Canvassing

Blanketing a neighborhood using canvassers to prospect leads for follow up



Brand Exposure

Truck and trailer decals, business cards, wearables, job site signs, etc.



Shows

Hosting a booth at home improvement shows or local community events



Advertising

Yellow Pages, billboards, flyers, posters, ads in local media such as newspapers, television, radio, etc.



Networking

Interacting with other contractors and local business people to increase your business exposure within the community



Website

Professional quality website that is Search Engine Optimized so as to be easy to find



Blog Posts

Start your own home improvement blog or post comments to other bloggers questions



What activities generate leads for your business?





Direct Marketing

Targeted mailings are an effective lead generator but the lead quantity/quality/closing ratio must be monitored



Social Networking

Facebook, Instagram, Houzz, Pinterest, etc.



Online Video

Posting videos to YouTube, etc.



Articles

Writing an article for a local paper, online resource, on your website, in trade publications



Public Speaking

If you are comfortable with public speaking seek out opportunities to talk about your business, your services, or issues affecting you and/or your industry.  Examples are lunch clubs, community and church groups, etc.









Review activities



Website:  Keep in mind you need to keep in up-to-date.  And you need to refresh and post new content.  

Direct Marketing:  A contractor in the midwest uses postcard mailers to targeted homeowners in the area where he’s working his current job inviting them to a community cookout event.  He gets several leads each time he does it.



Social Networking:  A contracting company in upstate NY,  New York Sash, runs all kinds of small contests to attract consumers to their site.   They also actively promote all kinds of events happening in their surrounding community , becoming a resource for their fans.



The thing about social  media is that with time and a little to no money you can reap good leads but you have to be able to spend the time or have someone who can do it for you. 



Online Video: For instance a contractor, RJK Construction, out of Ohio launched a YouTube channel and using the camera on a smartphone now tapes customer testimonials at the end of their jobs.  You can link these  testimonials back into your website or Facebook page



Articles:  An “Ask the Expert” piece taking the fear out of home improvement for homeowners  is an example of something we’ve seen contractors do.  Some even take it further and do videos that they host on YouTube or their website. 



 Two good resources for social media questions are Google (simply ask your question and a host of information will come up and mashable.com   
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Track your Lead Sources

Track your efforts to develop metrics

How much do each of these activities cost you?

How many leads does each activity generate?

Are certain activities more successful at different times of the year?

What activities are most/least successful at reaching your target market?

		Contact NameMoo		Phone Number		Was Lead Sold?
Y or N		Lead Source and Cost										

								Yellow Pages
$1000		Local Newspaper Ad (March) $200		Social Media Facebook		Website $800		Direct Mail Piece (May) $500		Home Improvement Show
$500

		Johnson		555-1212		Y				X								

		Reed		555-1215		N		X										

		Jones		555-1218		Y						X						

		Kirsh		555-1221		N										X		

		Ray		555-1224		Y								X				

		Baker		555-1227		Y												X

		Long		555-1230		N								X				

		Miller		555-1233		N		X										

		Douglas		555-1236		Y								X				

		Moore		555-1299		Y						X						

		Smith		555-1239		Y										X		

		Graves		555-1242		Y												X

		Allen		555-1228		Y						X						

		Kurth		555-1245		N				X								

		Total Leads / Sources						2		2		3		3		2		2

		Cost Per Lead						$500 		$100 		?		$266 		$250 		$250 









? – reason why we show a question mark for the dollar value is as we talked about before it take time to establish and run your page whether it’s you or someone else on your staff or in your family who runs it for you but also because you can advertise or boost a post through Facebook and it’s as economical as $20.00 a day depending on what you are advertising.

Discuss tracking your lead sources worksheet and how to use it:

Record lead source and expense involved (top right side)

2)Record inbound leads and where they were generated from (left to right across middle of sheet)

3)At end of month/year divide what the lead source cost you by the amount of leads you generated – this will tell you your cost per lead

4)Review all leads source by source and determine your closing ratio from each source (example above – yellow pages generated 2 leads.  Both leads were not sold.  Thus the yellow pages leads were 0 for 2 as a closing ratio, and it can be assumed this is not generating quality leads)

Use this information to make future marketing and advertising decisions about where and how to spend your money.
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Implement Jobsite Marketing

Trucks, trailers and equipment

Clean and in good condition

Branded with your logo

Organized

Doors and hatches kept closed



Crews

Professional

Avoid excessive noise, blaring radios

Start work at a reasonable hour

Branded with your logo (t-shirts, hats)

Encourage installers to prospect potential customers







Getting one job is tough.  Once you have that job and are in a neighborhood, getting the next job can be as easy as 1-2-3\

1 – Run a clean, organized jobsite

2 – Put your company’s best foot forward

3 – Work the corners of the lot (next slide)
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Implement Jobsite Marketing

Work the corners of the lot

Minimum 3 houses in each direction

Drop off your card

Let them know when you will be working in the neighborhood

Ask them to call you if there are any problems

Noise

Trash

Be open to discussing the work you are doing and who you are doing it for

FOLLOW UP

During the job or within one week of job completion

Encourage your customers to post reviews

Facebook

Angie’s List

Yelp

Other Social Media Outlets







Discuss this best practice



People want to hear from your happy satisfied customers.  

Don’t be afraid to ask them to do this, most of these can be done through their mobile devices. 
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Offer Outstanding Customer Service

Question: 

What are the two most economical leads you can get that have the highest closing rate?



Answer:

 Repeat customers

 Referral customers



What does this tell you about the importance of good Customer Service practices before, during and after the job is completed?









Review slide:

Repeat Customers

Referral Customers
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Offer Outstanding Customer Service

What makes homeowners happy?

Being on-time

Using quality materials

Completing the job at the estimated cost

Employing courteous employees

Respecting customers property, grounds

Respecting neighboring property, grounds

Daily clean-up of jobsite

Providing quality work

Being available and responsive







Review slide
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Offer Outstanding Customer Service

What irritates customers the most?

Lack of promptness in follow-up, making corrections

Not finishing when promised

Not returning phone calls promptly

Poor quality of work

Sloppy workplace

Poor problem solving

Lack of a responsible attitude

Unexpected costs
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Offer Outstanding Customer Service

The # 1 reason for unhappy customers……



“Poor Communication”



Unhappy customers do give out referrals…



BAD REFERRALS







Review slide and story: A happy customer will talk about you to everyone they know for the next 27 minutes.  An upset customer will talk about you to everyone they know for the next 27 years.  Bad referals significantly hurt your easiest lead generation efforts.  Good customer service keeps you from getting bad referrals.
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Create Your
Social Media Marketing Strategy 
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Why You Should Use Social Media

Connect with more potential customers

Generate more leads

Build loyalty for your company

Show your loyalty to your local community

On avg. Americans check their cell phones 52x per day





 

















SC: utilizing social media is one of the most important marketing tools to reach and maintain and ongoing connection with consumers



FB owns Instagram – so you can easily incorporate Instagram right into FB page.



YouTube is 2nd most popular search engine – video marketing continues to increase in importance of conveying a message – Google #1

 

Houzz – easy to set up a page and you can put $ signs to give a range of what the project you completed cost.

40 million unique visitors per month. 365,000 pictures and 65K professionals.

You can tag products

You can create projects of your uploaded photos

Get customer reviews





Pinterest is more inspirational and is predominantly women – about 85% of users are female – woman play a significant part in choosing colors, textures, etc. for the home.
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Why You Should Use Facebook

Your competitors are using it

2 billion monthly active users

Over 1 billion are daily users

Average Facebook user has 338 Friends

Half of all users have 200 Friends

Demographics:

	83% of women and 75% of men use Facebook
			88% age18-29
			84% age 30-49
			72% age 50-64
			62% age 65+













With %’s being fairly equal in terms of women vs men users, is clear that no matter who you’re trying to reach, they’re active on Facebook



Showing commitment to your community



Creates familiarity about you and your company



Promotes trust and confidence in you and your company



Creates loyalty
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Users spend an average of 35 minutes on Facebook per day

 like, post, comment, share


3rd most visited website on the internet


Advertising is low cost and can be targeted locally 

 approx. $10 per day

More Reasons to Use Facebook





#1 – Google – 42.46 Billion monthly visits

#2 – YouTube – 23.35 Billion monthly visits

#3 – Facebook – 22.30 Billion monlthly vi
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General Tips for Posting on Facebook



Posts should be:

60% interesting information to share

40% business (product/service) related 


Keep posts short and simple


Link to websites/on-line sources for information  

Include photographs and videos


Create relevant and timely posts 









The whole point of social media is just that…to be social/interactive.



Asking users to take some kind of action (engagement) will help get you noticed, even if that is clicking on an article link. Posts that offer no interaction will get lost in the “noise”



Spend about 15 minutes per day – posting and/or responding



Keep your posts short; 2-3 sentences

Shorter posts get 23% more interaction – (Track Social)
Keeping posts below 250 characters can get you 60% more engagement

You can even get up to 66% more engagement if you cut it down to less than 80 characters.



Add a personal touch to your posts

We here at XYZ are so excited about……

We can’t wait to attend…..

We are pleased to sponsor….

We love (name another local business that could tie into yours (landscape/nursery)……

Add new information and reminders about events

Special guest speaker

New attractions being added



Ask your fans to post about their experience  

Share photos and stories

Keep them interacting with you



Use photo’s, emoticons and videos whenever possible

Photo posts get 53 % more likses– (Kissmetrics)
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 Post reminders and update information related to posts, events and contests



 Invite your fans to comment about their experiences relating to your posts



 Respond quickly when people post on your page

General Tips for Posting on Facebook





If someone responds negatively about your company…respond quickly, don’t remove it but rather try to take it offline to resolve it.
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Promote Local Community Events

Endorse social and civic events

Church bazars, community fundraising, picnics, local little league team, etc.


Support new merchants/vendors in area (non-competing)


“Like” Facebook page of vendors/organizations you support

Ask them to “like” your page in return











General Tips for Posting on Facebook







Allocate 30- 45  minutes per week for researching information

Allocate 30 minutes per week to develop posts – you can build out a calendar/schedule the posts.

You may choose to do this daily  

10-15 minutes per day

Sources for social and civic events:  

Local township, City Hall or Municipality

Local Chapters of national organizations such as:

Jaycees, Kiwanis, Rotary Clubs

Local Hospitals and/or Churches

Local newspaper announcements  

Routinely visit on-line sites of these organizations

Watch for flyers, billboards and/or posters, radio announcements

Showcasing the achievements of your local community

Conveys your company’s pride in the community

Shows your company cares

People are drawn to caring people and companies

Builds good will for you and your company

Having these organizations “like” your page actively promotes your company on their page 

Endorses you and your company
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Get to Know Us!

People may have heard about your company, but do they know who you and your employees are?

Tell interesting stories about you and your employees

Provide posts about company functions – pictures

Create short video of each employee














Facebook Content Ideas





People do business with people they like…let them get to know you and your employees. Short write up or better yet, short videos of each.



Generate one post per week (or you can choose to do it bi-monthly) whatever works best for you

 Cycle through each member/ team within your organization

Incorporate stories about favorite charity, membership in community clubs, involvement in sports (e.g. local soft ball team or coaching a team)

Ask teams/employees to contribute stories

Use one brief paragraph of 2-4 sentences max

Include photos of teams/employees (or one of their choosing that represents them)

If you choose videos

Feature one or two teams/employees  per video

Keep them short in duration;  not more than 2 minutes total

As simple as  using a smart phone or flip camera
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Giving Back

Post/share about your involvement in

Fund raising events

Volunteer efforts

Donations

Charitable organizations











Facebook Content Ideas





Shows your humanity

That you give back for what you receive from your community

You are “likeable”



Draws people to you

People can relate to you

Generates respect and trust

People know what you stand for



Builds your business – people buy from people they like





Use language such as:

We are inspired by…

We support…..

We’re ready to attend…..	
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Customer Testimonials


Ask for a recommendation at the end of the project


Written

Ask for them to post on your Facebook page.



Video their reaction and comments 

Seek permission to post the video

Capture both reaction to project and 

Ask for a recommendation

Use camera or smart phone 











Facebook Content Ideas





Thank the people who are helping promote the business (comment, repost, tagging…) to visually show appreciation



Generates Leads through word-of-mouth recommendation

Coming directly from satisfied customers

People want to hear from their peers

90% of people trust online recommendations from people they know*



Showcases your best work 

Use a problem/solution approach

Ask customer to talk about what the problem was and how you or your company solved it for them

Have them tell a story – beginning (problem), middle (what happened to resolve the problem), end (results and how they feel about them)



Feature challenging installations

Historic restorations/renovations

Use of multiple products

Show a variety of architectural home styles



Use video whenever possible (best method to use to tell their story)
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Contests


Draws “fans” to your page

35% of Facebook Fans like a page so they can participate in contests* 


Will generate leads


Keep fans coming back to your page


Many options available






*Source: Socially Stacked









Facebook Content Ideas





Small contest with prizes/certificate to local/area business to help support the “independent” merchants…local nursery, restaurants, etc.
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Real World Example #1

Engagement Analytics (Sept. ‘17 – Dec. ‘17)

Total Page Likes: 555 (+727%)

Total Posts: 51 (+183%)

Total Engagement (reactions, comments, shares): 305 (+1694%)















Contest Posts:

We’ve given you some examples, here are some real world results.


Note: Engagement rate is the total number of engagements for a posts divided by the total number of people reached…to provide percentage of people who were exposed to the post AND engaged with it.  
Engagement rate averages of 1%-10% are typical for most business pages.
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Real World Example #2

Engagement Analytics (April ‘18 – Aug. ‘18)

Total Page Likes:  414 (+88.18%)

Total Posts: 526 (+874.07%)

Total Engagement (reactions, comments, shares): 1,815 (+412.7%)















Page Promotion
Promoted page in their region to people that had interests in real estate, renovation and home improvement.  Promotion ran for 7 days and reached 4,518 and resulted in 194 new page “likes”.

Contest Posts:
Contest #1 - Asked users to “like” the post to be entered into a drawing to win a $50 gift card to local restaurant (art supplies, nursery/landscape, store, etc.) 
- This post received 34 likes, reached 12,152 people and total post engagement of 885
Contest #2 – Encouraged users to share their dream home makeover for a $25 gift card to a local party supply store.
- This post received 195 likes and reached 1,662 people.
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Instagram



Owned by Facebook

Automatically links to your Facebook page

Mobile Visual Social Media

Can only upload content via phone or tablet (not desktop)

Visual 

Photos

Video (three to 60 seconds long)

Over 400 Million Users

100 million monthly visitors
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Instagram



Interesting Visuals

Product stacked neatly on a job site

Unusual angles or close-up shots of product



Quick Videos (60 seconds max.)

Easy-to-follow tips

(maintenance, cleaning, etc.)

Installation clips to promote your expertise

Exterior home and yard design ideas 





























Interesting visuals

 - you’ll see some examples on the next slide.  Try to create visuals that make people top and thing about what the image really is.
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Houzz



Visual social media

Photos

Video profile

Free profile or video profile about your business

Showcase for construction products and craftsmanship

Users will ask questions

You can show your work and give advice about projects

Over 40 million users per month



























Set it and forget it.



Houzz.com will walk you through how to easily set up your page



Less interactive but someone may have a question so you’ll need to respond.



Be sure to take/post pictures horizontally
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Houzz



Create Professional Profile

 Complete ALL Profile Information

 Business logo

 Business Description

 License Number, Website Link

 Links to Other Social Media

 Description of Services, 

 Average price of services


Develop and Use Ideabooks

Virtual file folders to store images showing services, projects, design elements, etc.

 Tag images with keywords

Store your entire photo portfolio

Photos with caption descriptions

Use Houzz online tools to talk to potential 

     leads and existing customers 

















As with any social media or website, it’s important to use the right keywords and descriptions 



Keywords – what a user types in the search to find your company/products

Descriptions – more detailed information about what you do, products you use, etc.



Both of these help with Search Engine Optimization – help getting you ranked at top of results page
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YouTube



Just videos

2nd largest search engine

Wide variety of options for videos

Promotional          	- How-to’s

Quick tips		- Testimonials

 Create a channel 

Ask people to subscribe

Link your website

Advertising is cost-effective & can be targeted locally (zip)



























You can link a YouTube video into virtually any social media site 



Advertising for as little as about $25/day
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Shoot Great Photos and Videos with Your Phone



Hold your phone horizontally (landscape) – unless the visual is vertical

Don’t block the lens 

Hold your phone steady

Light should be behind you or to the side

Even lighting. Not too harsh. Not too dark

Rule of thirds

Split screen in thirds

Key focus element off to the side

Audio makes or breaks a video

Get close enough to clearly hear someone talking and minimize other sounds
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Key Takeaways

 If you start using social media, stay active with it



 Convey expertise and caring



 Respond quickly



 Differentiate yourselves from competition





Mention 60/40% split



Stay active



Respond to people who interact with your page



What makes you different, don’t post what everyone else does.
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Social Media Resources

Facebook

http://www.facebook.com

Instagram 

https://www.instagram.com

Pinterest 

https://www.pinterest.com

YouTube 

https://www.youtube.com



Social Media Examiner

http://www.socialmediaexaminer.com



Website Magazine

http://www.websitemagazine.com













Facebook down to YouTube are social media sites providing info on events/trends



Social Media Examiner  and Website Magazine are resource sites more “how-to’s/strategy and tips.







Social Media Examiner and Social Media Bulletin are newsletters full of ideas and advice on how to make the most out of your Facebook page.



Website Magazine is a site that provides a wealth of ideas and examples (and downloadable white papers) for web content as well as social pages





Again remember that Facebook can change at anytime without notification to their users.  These sites as well as many others can help you navigate these changes so that you get the most out of your Facebook page. 
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